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The mathematical content presented during instruction has been shown to have an effect on student 
achievement. To investigate the content presented by instructors during College Algebra 
instruction, the Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI) observation protocol was applied to 
video recordings featuring instructors’ presentations of examples of solving quadratic 
inequalities. Wide variation was observed in the solution methods chosen by instructors and in the 
rationale provided for choosing a particular procedure. This poster summarizes the variation in 
the mathematics that was observed and the ability of the MQI protocol to capture this variation.   
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College Algebra is cited as one of the most failed courses at universities across the country 
(MAA, 2007). It is difficult to pinpoint the particular causes for high failure rates in College 
Algebra, but the literature provides some insight into the relationship between teaching and 
student understanding: researchers agree that quality of the content offered during instruction is 
linked to student success (Porter, 2002), and how mathematical content is presented has an effect 
on student understanding and comprehension (Seidel & Shavelson, 2007; Weinberg, Wiesner, & 
Fukawa-Connelly, 2014).  

Informed by previous observations of wide variation in the mathematics offered during 
College Algebra instruction (Beisiegel, Gibbons, & Paul, 2016), a study was designed to further 
investigate the qualities of the mathematics presented by College Algebra instructors. The 
purpose of the study was to identify what variation in the mathematics occurred in the lessons 
and how well the Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI, Learning Mathematics for Teaching 
Project, 2011) observation protocol captured this variation. Four College Algebra instructors’ 
lessons at a large university were recorded regularly throughout the duration of the course. To 
focus on the mathematical content offered during instruction, video clips were chosen from the 
set of recordings that featured instructors’ presentations mathematical examples. In particular, 
lesson clips containing teachers’ presentations of solving quadratic inequalities were selected to 
allow for comparison between the mathematical content offered during instruction.  

The MQI protocol was used as a lens and framework for observing the selected video 
lessons. This instrument was selected because of its attention to the interactions between the 
instructor and the content. In particular, one of the MQI dimensions, Richness of the 
Mathematics, is well-suited to capture the mathematics offered during a lesson. This dimension 
includes codes such as Explanations, Linking Between Representations, and Mathematical 
Sense-Making. Two researchers viewed and scored the selected College Algebra video clips 
using the Richness of the Mathematics dimension of the MQI.  

Wide variation in the mathematics was observed. First, most instructors presented only one 
solution method, showing either the graphing method or the table/number line procedure; this 
was well-captured by the MQI. Second, the instructors differed in their decision of when to 
convert the inequality to an equality, and this decision affected their choice of solution method; 
the MQI did not attend to this variation. These findings, along with examples of the procedures 
observed for solving quadratic inequalities, will be presented in the final poster.   
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